
CREATE  SOPHISTICATED  INTERIORS



FEATURE WALLS & CEILINGS



Design is a search for a better future 
and an improved present. 

In today’s world we all have individual 
needs. Everyone craves designs that 
are made for them for the ideal sense 
of comfort. In the modern world time 
is valuable therefore it should be 
flexible. Spaces need to be able to 
assist the transformed daily routines. 
In the name of getting the most out 
of the time we spare for ourselves we 
are now granted the option of high-
quality entertainment choices that are 
not limited to content, place or time. 
Options such as home-theaters, high-
quality audio and recording systems, 
vinyl records, improved conventional 
equipment, streaming platforms, 
video games, virtual reality and many 
expanded possibilities are now available 
for those with sophisticated tastes.

As such technologies develop so should interiors; 

a need for spaces that are designed for audio-

visual requirements has emerged, meaning 

that such a space should serve both aesthetic 

and technical issues with an end-result that is 

visually and acoustically satisfying, reaching full 

integrity. This way the systems that you invest 

your time, energy, and resources in can reach 

their best performances.

Of course, this subject reaches far beyond 

interior entertainment; it is the ongoing issue 

of how you feel when you walk into a space, 

what you see, what you admire, what you hear… 

Mikodam considers what increases an interior’s 

quality, how it could reach its full potential, how 

you can reach complex compositions that come 

with ease pleasing the aesthetic appetite, how 

you can reach designs that are less-consuming 

yet inspiring, and how you can have more time 

for yourself in spaces you feel free in. Now, it is 

time to enjoy each moment, to reach a higher 

quality in living, to go beyond your limits.

Mikodam has brought a unique solution that 

addresses all these issues with its feature wall and 

ceiling panels. Mikodam designs are exclusive, 

customizable, acoustic and sustainable. What 

Mikodam offers deals with the issues of taste, 

quality and function. Mikodam solves and 

improves for you.

Though their designs are complex Mikodam 

feature panels are easily applied; the panels are 

mounted on a rail system and can be changed 

when desired. This way you can have brand 

new interiors when you wish. While this brings 

a whole new perspective on how we live in 

our houses, it also opens up a wide range of 

possibilities for the entertainment sector. Spaces 

can be transformed according to the desires 

of the customers and the requirements of the 

events. Mikodam offers such an option with the 

awareness that beyond aesthetics variety is now 

a need. 

PHILOSOPHY

exclusive, 
customizable, 
acoustic and 
sustainable. 
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new technologies
environmentally sensitive

Mikodam brings natural and industrial together, creating materials that benefit from new 

technologies while inspiring from what nature has to offer us. We believe that using materials 

such as wood, along with the new options we have, has a balancing effect, to our surroundings 

and to our souls. Mikodam chooses conscious materials regarding their environmental effects as 

well as their effects on humans, from manufacturing to end-user. We use world class brands that 

are environmentally sensitive. We care for all the lives we touch. 



FEATURE WALLS & CEILINGS

BISA KARA

DETA KOSA

FILA LEDA

In interior designs where the identities of consumer, manag-
er, artist, architect and engineer collaborate, BISA not only 
performs a function, it also undertakes to narrate a legend 
of all times.

Forming a platform open to many thoughts and impres-
sions, KARA is a modern and unique wall cladding solution 
which will bring a brand new inspiration to interiors. With its 
concept that can easily be adapted to many projects and 
spaces, it is a wall panelling solution that you can combine 
as you wish.

The dissolving geometry of DETA combined with the soft 
light that seeps through create a timeless design. DETA truly 
belongs in interiors of class. DETA is a customizable wall and 
ceiling panel offering flexible design options and acoustic 
solutions.

In spaces shaped by color, pattern and texture, KOSA offers 
flexible interior solutions by delivering the best possible at-
mosphere.

LEDA’s striking aesthetics challenge the norms creating 
interiors that stand out. The flexible pieces that construct 
LEDA allow a different pattern to be created in every design 
making sure its gentle curves are unique like waves of the 
ocean. 

FILA provides a three-dimensional wall surface consisting of 
rectangular forms. Its distinctive assembly creates a unique 
movement and is the perfect line for out of the box vision-
aries. 
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NEKA SAPA

PIRA SONA

RONA TORA

NEKA is a design for those who like to play with patterns. NEKA comes in two sizes. Each rotation of NEKA’s 
pieces births a new pattern while its different combinations create unique and modern environments.

SAPA’s dynamic design creates effective sound scattering improving interiors acoustically and visually. 
Create exquisite interiors with Mikodam to enhance all your experiences.

The dynamic 3D design and different size options of PIRA offer flexible solutions while bringing an 
unparalleled depth and texture to interiors. PIRA is a modern and lively solution for interiors with style. PIRA 
is a customizable wall and ceiling panel offering flexible design options and acoustic solutions. It is an indoor 
architectural product with fast and safe assembly. 

SONA creates timeless interiors with its linear design that flows with subtle movements. SONA, despite 
its gentle touch, makes sure all eyes are on it. SONA’s horizontal and vertical application creates different 
rhythms, tells different stories. While it has a strong character on its own it combines beautifully with other 
panels.

With its definitive lines TORA offers a bold stance. The striking rhythm derived from triangular forms is a mo-
tivational source when creating interiors that reflect its users’ strongest suits. TORA is a customizable wall and 
ceiling panel offering flexible design options and acoustic solutions. It is an indoor architectural product with 
fast and safe assembly. Mikodam 3D wall panels help create sustainable, sophisticated interiors with ease.

RONA is the pure image of dynamism. It creates an illusion of movement that livens up interiors tastefully. 
RONA’s rhythmic movement is sure to energize its users motivating them towards reaching their goals.
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FEATURE WALLS & CEILINGS



VATA

VERO

ZETA

VATA carries a warm sense of freedom bringing inspiration to those in its presence. VATA is a customizable 
wall and ceiling panel offering flexible design options and acoustic solutions. Mikodam 3D wall panels help 
create sustainable, sophisticated interiors with ease.

An exciting motivational source in its pursuit of dreams, VERO offers a luxurious solution which provides the 
opportunity of self-reflection and fulfillment, while being adaptable to exhibition stands.

ZETA embraces dimensionality. It is an amazing design as a tool for free expression. ZETA’s different 
orientations create patterns that carry out different feelings with the common element of supreme charm.
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FEATURE WALLS & CEILINGS

47.24” - 120 cm

PARAMETRIC
WALL PANELS
GETA and HAZA are Mikodam’s parametric 
panel lines. Even though they come in 
standardized, ready-to-purchase sizes, they 
are also available for custom production. 
They are applicable to any interior skin since 
the parameters of the production can be 
adapted to your designs. GETA can also be 
used to cover surfaces other than walls or 
ceilings to create alluring furniture pieces. 
The same goes for HAZA, resulting in solid-
wood sculpture-like furniture or building 
elements.



GETA

HAZAHAZA HAZA60 HAZA30

HAZA is for those who 
believe in the magic of 
waves. The shapes and 
shadows it creates will 
mesmerize any viewer. A 
special patented technique is 
used in the manufacturing of 
HAZA, bringing this unique 
solid wood design into your 
interiors. The feeling of 
freedom and flexibility felt 
by each person is integrated 
with the attitude and 
approach of the space and 
the products it wears.

Creative GETA offers a modern and unique wall panel-
ling solution that brings a brand new inspiration to in-
teriors, presenting opportunities for those who love to 
experiment with new materials, colors and techniques. Its 
three-dimensional design adds a totally different texture 
and depth to living spaces.
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PARAMETRIC WALL PANELS

11.8”-30 cm47.2”-120 cm



In our foundation lies a half-century legacy of experience and know-how in the fields of high-end 
contract furnishings, having completed many prestigious residential, commercial, entertainment and 
hospitality projects in various countries around the globe.  While IKOOR is our contract project firm 
where we provide manufacturing solutions, Mikodam’s focus is on design and creating products that 
will carry our solutions into the market, now offering the same quality for your interiors with our ex-
clusive line of wall coverings and furniture.

TURKISH AIRLINES LOUNGES, ISTANBUL AIRPORT, TURKEY / SOFTROOM HEYDAR ALIYEV CENTRE, BAKU, AZERBAIJAN / ZAHA HADID ARCHITECTS

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
SOLUTIONS

MANUFACTURING & INSTALLATION

WIN AWARDS 2019 - TRANSPORT INTERIORS

“FLOW WALL” - TURKISH AIRLINES LOUNGES ISTANBUL

PARAMETRIC WALL PANELS



ACOUSTICS

Mikodam Acoustic Walls

Acoustics is an important issue that determines the quality 
of the sounds that surround us. Unwanted and uncontrolled 
noises coming from many directions and sources can turn 
into polluted sounds full of reverberations and explosions. To 
improve the acoustics of a room or space, it is important to 
improve the acoustic performance of the walls and ceilings.      

Choosing from perforations, materials and surface 
textures as well as three dimensional options, you 
can reach acoustically and aesthetically pleasing 
environments, while the customizability options ensure 
that there is a unique solution for every need. Mikodam 
products help create  spaces that are improved, spaces 
that are harmonious, spaces that are designed, spaces 
that are of the highest quality.

Plain surfaces reflect the sound causing sound pollution. 
Surfaces covered with Mikodam feature panels scatter 
the sound creating a balanced acoustic experience.

Mikodam offers robust high impact acoustic decorative wall 
panels suitable for a large range of spaces. In our search for 
quality, we bring a solution to the issue of acoustic clarity 
with our wall panels which are specially designed, tried and 
tested to provide both sound absorption and scattering.



Different Mikodam wall & ceiling lines can be used with one another as they use the same railing 

system. This also allows the walls to be changed whenever desired allowing the user to achieve 

brand new interiors instantly, whether it be to create dashing concepts for events or to remodel a 

house.

WALL & CEILING INSTALLATION COLORS & MATERIALS

Mikodam feature panels can be used on walls and ceilings. For wall application they are 

mounted onto a rail system. They can be applied onto the ceiling in a similar manner or 

suspended. 

Mikodam 3D wall panels present clever solutions to create your own spaces. Various 

combinations can be achieved with different color and material alternatives such as 

natural wood veneer (oak, walnut, teak), lacquer, fabric. 

Beige
Fabric

Anthracite
Fabric

White

Red
Fabric

Grey

Yellow
Fabric

Anthracite

Blue
Fabric

Walnut

Green
Fabric

Teak

Violet
Fabric

Oak

Through rotations, material choices and using different lines together you can create 

different patterns and breath-taking interiors.



ARMCHAIRS, CABINETS, TABLES

KONA

YUKO

SELA

PEDİ

PEPE

PEPE 21

PEPE 41

ENES

With its beauty, style and organic curves, the Kona Chair is 
sculpted to perfection. Meticulously engineered, the chair allows 
a better acoustic experience; its winged shaped collects the 
sounds that you face while leaving out the ones you turn your 
back to. Offering a selection of material and colour options, the 
chair can be made from oak, walnut, fabric or acrylic.  

The Pepe cabinet is refined in appearance and ideal for 
contemporary rooms. Lovingly crafted, Mikodam’s cabinets 
are built with the highest specification to ensure quality is 
never compromised. The cabinet collection comprises a mix 
of classic and contemporary looks with a variety of patterns, 
colours and materials to choose from. The cabinets are 
designed to be customisable offering a fit for any taste.   

The contrasting metal legs, and the wood and ceramic tabletop 
complement this aesthetically pleasing table quite exquisitely, 
creating a firm modern statement. The table’s unique metal frame 
and legs allow for ample leg room whilst its ceramic and solid wood 
tabletop display the labour and craftsmanship involved.

Uniquely crafted oak and walnut give this table a dramatic but 
traditional feel. Confident and bold, Sela makes an outstanding 
statement, with its effortless fusion of function and unique design. 

With its modern lines and geometrical patterns, the Pedi table 
channels an aura of elegance. This beautifully striking dining table 
offers four unique patterns to choose from as well as lacquer   
options. 



SUSTAINABILITY
CONSCIOUSNESS & DURABILITY

Mikodam brings natural and industrial together, creating materials that benefit from 

new technologies while inspiring from what nature has to offer us. We believe that 

using materials such as wood, along with the new options we have, has a balancing 

effect, to our surroundings and to our souls.

Mikodam chooses conscious materials regarding their environmental effects as well 

as their effects on humans, from manufacturing to end-user. We use world class 

brands that are environmentally sensitive. We care for all the lives we touch. Health 

is one of the most important factors in design, and it is one of the important steps in 

our search for quality.

Durability

With true quality comes durability. Mikodam products will serve you for many years 

to come. Mikodam offers designs with the awareness that beyond aesthetics variety 

is now a need. Just like we do not eat the same food every day or wear the same 

clothes over and over, we seek a change in space as well. Mikodam offers a conven-

ient way to make this possible. Though their designs are complex the application of 

the panels are quite easy; this way you can have brand new interiors when you wish. 

While this brings a whole new perspective on how we live in our houses, it also opens 

up a wide range of possibilities for the entertainment sector. 

For our products we use high quality raw ma-
terials and make sure our suppliers can offer 
the below given certificates and regulations.

FSC 
Mikodam works with FSC (Forest Stewardship 
Council) certified suppliers. FSC regulates le-
gal and environmental use of forest resources. 

EPA
Mikodam seeks materials that are approved 
by the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) or accredited standards as such 
approved by EU. EPA regulations inspect the 
effects of production and products over hu-
man health and environment.  

CARB2 
The MDF Mikodam uses are CARB2 (California 
Air Resources Board Phase 2) certified which 
is a certification of low formaldehyde emission. 

CE
CE marking shows that all products are man-
ufactured in accordance with European Union 
standards and that the products meet safety, 
health and environmental protection require-
ments. 

E1
Using E1 certified products is an important 
matter to Mikodam. E1 certify that the chemi-
cals used in the panels are harmless to human 
health, in accordance with European stand-
ards. 

ISO Certificates
ISO certificates present points of quality that 
are internationally recognized. Both Mikodam 
products and their materials are ISO certified. 

ISO 9001 Quality Management System Cer-
tificate

ISO 14001 Environmental Management Sys-
tem Certificate

ISO - OHSAS 18001 Work Health and 
Safety Management System Certificate

EPD
Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) is a 
globally recognized certificate that confirms 
that Mikodam products are sustainable, recy-
clable, energy-efficient; have low emission and 
VOC values, and efficient waste management.
Our raw plywood suppliers provide materials 
that vare from sustainable sources, and con-
form to all regulations such as EUTR (Europe-
an Union Timber Regulation). They are either 
PEFC or FSC certified. 

FR
Mikodam offers the option of using FR certi-
fied materials which are fire resistant and fire 
retardant at European standards. The fire re-
sistant Mikodam products are certified by QCS 
according to ASTM-84 standards.

Coating & Paint
Mikodam uses water-based coatings and 
paints that are non-carcinogenic, environment 
and human-health friendly. These products are 
ISO 9001, ISO 45001 certified, and have Silver 
Medal for Sustainability from EcoVadis.

Protective Oil
The oils Mikodam uses follow the EN 13501-1: 
EN ISO 11925-2 and EN ISO 9239-1 standards 
and are Bfl-s 1 certified. They are composed of 
non-toxic elements; they do not contain sol-
vents, water or Volatile Organic Compounds 
(VOC 0%). 

Fabric
The fabric used in Mikodam products is Camira, 
an environmentally conscious brand produc-
ing fabrics of high quality. The line Mikodam 
uses is 100% virgin wool with non metallic dye-
stuffs. It is ‘Indoor Advantage Gold’ certified, 
and rapidly renewable and compostable. 

Certifications of Mikodam Products & Raw Materials
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